1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Generally speaking, charged (cationic or anionic) cyanines represent one of the subclasses of the large family of streptopolymethine dyes.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ These have been used first as sensitizer for emulsion photography and then in advanced photonic materials,^[@ref3],[@ref4]^ as well as photodynamic therapy agents or bioprobes for near-infrared (NIR) imaging.^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ These dyes consist of a π-conjugated bridge composed of an odd number of sp^2^ carbon atoms linking electron-donating or -accepting groups. An unambiguous rationalization of the particular photophysical properties of polymethine dyes as controlled by the length and nature of the bridge (the so-called *vinyl shift*),^[@ref7]^ the composition of the terminal moieties and their environment (solvent polarity, counterions, etc.),^[@ref8],[@ref9]^ and other factors remains a matter of important debate. Until recently, polymethines were classified on the basis of their ground state electronic configurations.^[@ref10]^ The cyanine configuration^[@ref11]^ is defined by the charge being fully and symmetrically delocalized over the entire conjugated backbone (nearly equal bond length, and consequently negligible bond-length alternation, BLA). The relationship between this vanishing BLA and the *vinyl shift* can be qualitatively understood with simple models.^[@ref12]^ The cyanine configuration results in sharp and intense absorption with a vibronic shoulder at higher energy. The dipolar configuration is characterized by a charge predominantly localized at one extremity (positive BLA) and a spectroscopic signature consisting of a broad and structureless charge transfer type transition that is blue-shifted compared with the cyanine one. As an alternative, a third electronic configuration that corresponds to a predominant charge-centered state called bis-dipole was experimentally and theoretically demonstrated by Maury and co-workers.^[@ref13]^ These three limit configurations (i.e., the forms I--III) are represented in Scheme [1](#fig4){ref-type="scheme"}. Going from one form to another, meaning crossing the cyanine limit in either direction (I ↔ II) or passing from cyanine to bis-dipole (I ↔ III), remains a challenging task.^[@ref7],[@ref8],[@ref13],[@ref14]^

![Schematic Representation of the Three Limit Structures of Cyanines\
Adapted with permission from ref ([@ref13]). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.](ar-2014-00447q_0002){#fig4}

As an alternative to cyanines, boron-dipyrromethene (i.e., BODIPY) and other fluoroborates considered to be cis-constrained cyanines (see Scheme [2](#fig5){ref-type="scheme"}) are recognized as the most effective and versatile family of organic fluorophores developed to date. This is explained by their extremely rich chemistry and their remarkable photophysical properties inclucing a sharp fluorescence emission band with large quantum yield.^[@ref15]−[@ref17]^ Applications of these derivatives are already found in bioimaging, photodynamic therapy, advanced optics and optoelectronics, and photovoltaics.^[@ref18],[@ref19]^

![Representation of (1) the BODIPY Structure (center), (2) the Formal Relationship between BODIPY and Streptocyanines (top), and (3) Synthesized Variants of the BODIPY\
Clockwise starting from top right: extension of the π-path, stiffening of the lateral arms, addition of electron-donating groups, typical aza-BODIPY, substituted NBO compound, boranil derivative, and fused-dimer structure.](ar-2014-00447q_0003){#fig5}

For rationalizing experimental measurements, as well as for predicting optical properties of to-be-synthesized derivatives, quantum mechanical tools are extremely popular. In the framework of optical spectra and electronically excited states, the toolbox of theoretical chemists is now vast,^[@ref20]^ comprising both wave function methods, for example, the single reference EOM-CC (equation-of-motion coupled-cluster), CIS(D) (configuration interaction singles with a perturbative correction for doubles), ADC (algebraic-diagrammatic construction propagator approach), and the multireference CAS (complete active space) schemes as well as density-based approaches. In the latter category, TD-DFT (time-dependent density functional theory) is certainly the most popular method due to its remarkably small computational cost and to the availability of analytical derivatives allowing for easy exploration of the excited-state potential energy surfaces.^[@ref21]^ In this Account, we aim to provide an overview of the applications of these approaches for cyanine and BODIPY derivatives, two broad families of chromophores that consistently grieve computational chemists. With particular emphasis upon the simultaneous calculation of transition energies and the accurate restoration of absorption and emission band topologies (that require the calculation of excited-state vibrations), we herein point out the strengths and weaknesses of adiabatic TD-DFT and the opportunities offered by CIS(D) as well as by GW/BSE (Greens function/Bethe--Salpeter equation) that allow for addressing these weaknesses.

2. Model Chains and Cyanines {#sec2}
============================

For the increasingly long streptocyanine dyes (**CN*x*** in Scheme [3](#fig6){ref-type="scheme"}), numerous methodologies have been tested with some key results listed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}; the interested reader can find expanded data in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. It is important to note that all data reported in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} have been obtained in the vertical approximation, that is, using a frozen ground-state geometry and completely neglecting vibronic couplings. While this approximation allows one to use a large range of theoretical schemes, the obtained theoretical figures cannot be rigorously compared with experiment, notably because **CN*x*** derivatives undergo strong deformations after absorption, which make the constant geometry assumption an inadequate hypothesis.^[@ref22]^ The first *ab initio* calculations on the **CN*x*** derivatives appeared in 2001 with the works of Fabian^[@ref23]^ and Schreiber and co-workers.^[@ref24]^ Already at that time, it turned out that the adiabatic approximation to TD-DFT relying on the B3LYP hybrid exchange-correlation functional could not provide accurate transition energies (TD-DFT values are overshot by ca. 0.5--1.0 eV, a deviation well beyond TD-DFT's expected accuracy for low-lying excited-states)^[@ref25]^ nor restore the vinyl shift (underestimated by a factor of ca. 2).^[@ref23],[@ref24]^ An examination of Table S-2 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} demonstrates that these large deviations are not related to the selection of specific atomic basis sets or ground-state geometries. Indeed, the typical variations noted when changing these two parameters are 1 order of magnitude smaller than the reported TD-DFT error. Likewise, substitution of the chain ends with methyl groups (NMe~2~ instead of NH~2~ in Scheme [3](#fig6){ref-type="scheme"}) does not impact the conclusions.^[@ref22],[@ref24],[@ref26],[@ref27]^ The early CAS-PT2 calculations of Schreiber et al. revealed no significant multireference character for the states of interest, for example, the main determinant represents 88% of the first excited-state in **CN7**;^[@ref24]^ hence the TD-DFT discrepancies could not be ascribed to the monodeterminantal nature of the theory. In the same vein, one cannot explain this error by the well-known charge-transfer (CT) failure of TD-DFT,^[@ref28]^ because (i) TD-DFT overestimates the transition energies of **CN*x*** whereas it would underestimate the energies of CT states,^[@ref23],[@ref24],[@ref29]^ (ii) the use of range-separated hybrids, for example, CAM-B3LYP, does not provide any significant improvement,^[@ref26]^ (iii) the examination of the frontier orbitals involved in the transition indicates an important overlap between the relevant occupied and virtual orbitals,^[@ref30]^ and (iv) optimally tuned functionals that minimize the delocalization error do not cure the problem.^[@ref31]^ The fact that the obtained transition energies are rather insensitive to the selection of a specific (pure or hybrid) exchange-correlation functional is one of the theoretical signatures of cyanine derivatives. This can be illustrated by comparing the results obtained for **CN9** with two extreme functionals in the Minnesota family, namely M06-L (no exact exchange) and M06-HF (100% exact exchange): a small shift of 0.26 eV is noted (see the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).^[@ref30]^ A second theoretical signature of cyanines is that the Tamm--Dancoff approximation (TDA), generally having a marginal impact on estimates of TD-DFT, induces a strong increase of the transition energies by ca. 0.5 eV,^[@ref22],[@ref31]^ that is, even larger errors than the original TD-DFT produces. In fact, the cyanine failure of TD-DFT can be attributed to the difficulty of capturing the differential electron-correlation effects between the ground and excited states.^[@ref31]−[@ref34]^ To the best of our knowledge, this was first noted by Grimme and Neese,^[@ref32]^ who proposed the use of their double hybrid exchange-correlation functional, B2PLYP, as a fix. While this approach including a correction for doubly excited-states indeed brings significant improvements, the vinyl shift remains underestimated, and the absolute error remains far from negligible.^[@ref32]^ To shed a qualitative light on these differential electron-correlation effects, Masunov evaluated the difference of total density between the first excited and ground states in a medium sized cyanine.^[@ref35]^ He showed that there are strong depletions (accumulations) of density on even (odd) atomic centers, the absolute variations being about three times the one observed in the corresponding polyene. In other words, despite the strong overlap between the frontier orbitals involved in the transition, a particularly strong reorganization of the electron density takes place in cyanines. This is likely the reason why Minnesota functionals providing a more accurate treatment of electron correlation, for example, M08-SO, are among the best performing global hybrids for the **CN*x*** series,^[@ref30]^ though the errors remain large (see Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}). More thorough theoretical analyses of the origin of the cyanine problem were recently performed by the groups of Autschbach and Ziegler.^[@ref31],[@ref34]^ They found that time-dependent approaches (both TD-DFT and TDA) afford too large singlet energies but too small triplet energies, the singlet--triplet separation being consequently strongly overestimated (by ca. 1 eV), an error almost independent of the selected functional.^[@ref31]^ They related this inaccurate singlet--triplet gap to an inadequate representation of an exchange integral between π and π\* orbitals. On the contrary, both the singlet energies and the singlet--triplet separations obtained with time-independent approaches, for example, ΔSCF, are significantly modified when varying the exact exchange percentage. It was noticed that BHHLYP (50% of exact exchange) emerges as a good compromise in that ΔSCF protocol (see Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}),^[@ref34]^ a result subsequently confirmed by Filatov and Huix-Rotllant with a similar approach.^[@ref33]^

![Model Cyanine Chains of Increasing Chain Length](ar-2014-00447q_0004){#fig6}

###### Vertical Transition Energies to the Lowest Excited-State of Model Cyanines (See Scheme [3](#fig6){ref-type="scheme"}) Calculated with Various Theoretical Approaches[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  method                                         **CN3**   **CN5**   **CN7**   **CN9**   **CN11**   ref
  ---------------------------------------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------- ------------
  Multireference Wave Function Approaches                                                           
  DMC                                            7.38      5.03      3.83      3.09      2.62       ([@ref22])
  CAS-PT2                                        7.73      4.85      3.55      2.70      2.16       ([@ref24])
  CAS-PT2                                        6.99      4.46      3.30      2.59      2.10       ([@ref22])
  CAS-PT2 (IPEA shift)                           7.19      4.69      3.52      2.81      2.46       ([@ref22])
  Single-Reference Wave Function Approaches                                                         
  ADC(2)                                                   4.64      3.46      2.78      2.32       ([@ref33])
  CIS(D)                                                   4.85      3.65      2.95      2.48       ([@ref31])
  CC2                                            7.26      4.97      3.79      3.10      2.64       ([@ref22])
  CC3                                            7.16      4.84      3.65      2.96      2.53       ([@ref22])
  GW/BSE                                                   4.80      3.63      2.96      2.48       ([@ref36])
  Density Functional Theory Approaches                                                              
  TD-B2PLYP                                      7.17      5.12      3.87      3.23      2.80       ([@ref32])
  TD-B3LYP                                       7.60      5.28      4.12      3.44      2.99       ([@ref23])
  TD-CAM-B3LYP                                   7.61      5.28      4.13      3.44      2.98       ([@ref26])
  TD-LC-PBE\*[b](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}              5.26      4.09      3.40      2.94       ([@ref31])
  TD-LC-PBE0\*[b](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}             5.37      4.19      3.49      3.02       ([@ref31])
  TD-M06-2X                                                5.23      4.09      3.41      2.95       ([@ref30])
  TD-M08-SO                                                5.16      4.04      3.37      2.91       ([@ref30])
  Δ SCF-BHHLYP                                   7.33      4.81      3.55      2.79      2.29       ([@ref34])
  Δ SCF-BHHLYP[c](#t1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}             4.87      3.72      3.06      2.62       ([@ref33])
  SF-BHHLYP[d](#t1fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}                5.09      3.95      3.27      2.82       ([@ref33])

All values are in eV. For methods implying the selection of an active space, the values obtained with the optimal space as selected in the original works are reported. In this table, as well as in the text, TD refers to the adiabatic approximation of TD-DFT, except when explicitly noted. See the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} for details about the basis sets and geometries used. Expanded tables with computational details are available in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} as well.

Optimally tuned approaches.

SSR variations of the ΔSCF model.

Spin-flip approach.

Having identified and explained the limitations of TD-DFT, let us now turn toward alternative approaches. By comparison of the three CAS-PT2 results listed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}, it is obvious that the details of the calculations (size of the active space, application of an IPEA shift) are of prime importance especially for short chains.^[@ref22],[@ref24]^ As stated above, these CAS-PT2 calculations did not revealed strong multireference character, suggesting that one can therefore trust the most correlated single-reference approach, CC3, which provides values of 4.84 and 3.65 eV for **CN5** and **CN7**, respectively. These figures are between those of the two most refined multireference schemes, namely, DMC (5.03 and 3.83 eV) and CAS-PT2 with a large active space and an IPEA shift (4.69 and 3.52 eV). Interestingly, all methods that explicitly account for double excitations, namely, CC2, CIS(D), and ADC(2) yield quite accurate trends that are close to the CC3 reference. CC2 slightly overestimates the CC3 results (by ca. 0.10--0.15 eV),^[@ref22]^ whereas ADC(2) leads to the opposite error (underestimation by ca. 0.15--0.20 eV).^[@ref33]^ As noted by Send et al. and consistently with the above analysis, the correlation energy strongly depends on double excitations for all cyanines, and the contribution of the triple excitations is larger than in other π-conjugated derivatives.^[@ref22]^ In practice, CIS(D) that is systematically within 0.05 eV of the CC3 reference appears as very effective due to its relatively small computational cost.^[@ref31]^ The same holds for the GW/BSE approach, which explicitly and self-consistently accounts for the correlation between the electron and the hole.^[@ref36]^ Given its limited computational cost (ca. twice that of TD-DFT with the same scaling) and its ease of use, GW/BSE probably stands as one of the best compromises among *ab initio* approaches for cyanines.

Real-life cyanines, used for practical applications, present a conjugated skeleton similar to the one of the **CN*x*** derivatives but with much bulkier end groups. Of course, for those dyes, the large TD-DFT deviations noted for the transition energies of the model systems persist.^[@ref13],[@ref23],[@ref27],[@ref29],[@ref37]^ As stated in the [Introduction](#sec1){ref-type="other"}, these derivatives develop a hallmark shoulder that was first modeled by Champagne and co-workers.^[@ref29]^ Using a vibronic approach and the BHHLYP functional, they could reproduce the experimental absorption band shape of a typical compound (see Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This result hinted that although TD-DFT fails to provide accurate transition energies, this approach is able to correctly describe the ground and excited state geometries and vibrational frequencies. The same group applied a similar methodology to quantify the impact of stacking on vibrationally resolved spectra.^[@ref38]^ Lately, we have investigated a homologous series of conjugated dyes in such a way as to smoothly explore a range of transitions going from well-localized behavior to classical cyanine.^[@ref13]^ We showed that the hallmark shoulder in cyanine could be mainly ascribed to an asymmetric deformation mode implying the bonds of the conjugated pathway, whereas in the corresponding bis-dipolar dyes (see Scheme [1](#fig4){ref-type="scheme"}), the band shapes were related to symmetric vibrations, implying changes in the single/double bond character of the CC linkages.

![Comparison between TD-DFT (dotted lines) and experimental (full lines) band shapes for a typical cyanine dye. Note that an offset of 0.5 eV has been applied on the theoretical curve so that the TD-DFT 0--0 energy matches its experimental counterpart. Adapted with permission from ref ([@ref29]). Copyright 2006 Elsevier.](ar-2014-00447q_0007){#fig1}

3. BODIPY and Related Derivatives {#sec3}
=================================

For BODIPY and other fluoroborates, one can split the simulations into two categories, those performed within the vertical approximation (frozen ground-state geometry and neglect of vibrational effects, see above) and those going beyond that simple scheme by exploring and characterizing the potential energy surface of the excited state.

With the former strategy, it is technically possible to perform reference wave function calculations, at least for compact derivatives, but only a few studies are available.^[@ref39]−[@ref41]^ As for streptocyanines, these works, for example, the coupled-cluster analysis in ref ([@ref41]), revealed that although BODIPY derivatives do not possess a strong multiconfigurational character, they have first singlet excited states presenting a substantial (and rather constant for all structures) contribution from the double excitations. In turns, this indicates that conventional TD-DFT might lead to an overestimation of the transition energies. However, several TD-DFT studies performed with popular hybrid functionals, such as B3LYP or PBE0, have led to vertical transition wavelengths nicely matching the experimental longest wavelength of maximal absorption (λ~max~) for both aza-BODIPY^[@ref42],[@ref43]^ and BODIPY.^[@ref44],[@ref45]^ Indeed in all these studies, rather small mean absolute deviations between theory and experiment have been obtained (0.05--0.28 eV, depending on the work), but the determination coefficients relating calculated and measured data are also small (*R*^2^ in the 0.45--0.79 range) indicating a limited reproduction of the auxochromic trends. Similar conclusions have been reached for the calculation of vertical fluorescence energies of both aza-BODIPY^[@ref46]^ and BODIPY.^[@ref47]^ The apparent accuracy can be explained by an error cancelation phenomenon between (i) the neglect of vibrational (and often solvation) effects and (ii) the inherent inaccuracy of TD-DFT for describing transition energies to states involving a significant double character.

Because gas phase vertical transition energies cannot be measured in practice, the second strategy has, despite its computational cost, been recently advocated.^[@ref48]−[@ref52]^ In these studies, theoretical 0--0 energies (that can be directly compared with measured absorption--fluorescence crossing point) or band shapes are used to provide meaningful comparisons with experiments. It has also been shown that solvation effects are quite difficult to capture with theoretical tools for BODIPY derivatives; consequently, advanced solvation models are often needed.^[@ref40],[@ref53]^ Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} displays the 0--0 energies obtained with a refined TD-DFT model carried out on a panel of 58 BODIPY derivatives, collected and grouped from several works. As can be seen, TD-DFT overshoots the transition energies by an average of 0.37 eV but yields very consistent transition energies (*R*^2^ = 0.97). These results are in sharp contrast with the data obtained within the cruder vertical approximation (as above). This trend is also consistent with the results obtained with a very similar protocol by Boens and co-workers for "frustrated" BODIPY derivatives.^[@ref54]^ Since 0--0 calculations imply the determination of the excited-state vibrational frequencies, they become rapidly impossible with highly accurate approaches. Because of this, we have recently suggested to correct the TD-DFT 0--0 energies by using data obtained with theoretical approaches suited for cyanine derivatives, such as GW/BSE^[@ref55]^ or SOS-CIS(D).^[@ref51],[@ref52]^ In those calculations, the geometrical, vibrational, and solvation effects are obtained with TD-DFT, while the use of the more accurate approach is limited to vertical gas-phase calculations, making the protocol computationally tractable even for rather large (ca. 150 atoms) fluorophores. The results obtained with such a SOS-CIS(D)//TD-DFT hybrid method are also displayed in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, which shows that the theoretical estimates are now both accurate (MAE of 0.08 eV) and consistent (*R*^2^ = 0.97). We note that such a mixed protocol has been tested in more general frameworks,^[@ref56],[@ref57]^ but appears particularly efficient for cyanine-like compounds.

![Comparison between TD-DFT and experimental 0--0 energies (eV) for a set of 58 BODIPY derivatives built from the data of refs ([@ref49], [@ref51], and [@ref52]). All TD-DFT calculations have been performed at the SS-PCM-TD-M06-2X/6-311+G(2d,p)//PCM-M06-2X/6-31G(d) level. The impact of an SOS-CIS(D) vertical correction is also illustrated. The central line indicates a perfect match between theory and experiment.](ar-2014-00447q_0008){#fig2}

Similar to the standard cyanine, unsubstituted BODIPY (center of Scheme [2](#fig5){ref-type="scheme"}) presents absorption and emission bands that are nearly perfect mirror images, with intense peaks accompanied by characteristic shoulders displaced by ca. 15 nm from and approximatively half as intense as the main peak.^[@ref58]^ Vibronic TD-DFT calculations reproduce the presence and relative position of this shoulder, though the height of the emission shoulder is underrated.^[@ref49]^ Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} presents a comparison between experimental and theoretical band topologies for two larger fluoroborates.^[@ref49]^ It is obvious that the proposed theoretical protocol very accurately restores both the band positions and the band shapes: the first dye (in red in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) presents two peaks of nearly equal intensity followed by a shoulder with a ca. 50% height, whereas for the second compound (in black in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), the second peak is the most intense with a more intense shoulder than for the first dye. All these key features can be reproduced by a TD-DFT approach with SOS-CIS(D) corrected transition energies, highlighting the performances of such a hybrid approach. For both dyes, the presence of multiple maxima in the absorption band can be mainly attributed to a vibrational mode at ca. 1550 cm^--1^ that corresponds to in-plane wagging of the CH and distortion of the aromatic cycles.^[@ref49]^

![Comparison between TD-DFT and experimental absorption band shapes for two BODIPY derivatives. The positions of the theoretical band were set by accounting for SOS-CIS(D) corrections. Dotted lines represent experiment adapted with permission from ref ([@ref100]). Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society. Full lines represent theory (both convoluted and stick spectra), adapted from ref ([@ref49]) with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.](ar-2014-00447q_0001){#fig3}

4. Further Challenges {#sec4}
=====================

Despite the undeniable improvements offered by recent computational protocol with respect to straightfoward vertical TD-DFT approaches, important physical aspects that may strongly affect photoinduced phenomena are still missing in the description. Whereas solvent effects are taken into account implicitly in the ground- and excited-state wave functions, a proper treatment of dynamics, explicit solvent molecules, counterions,^[@ref8]^ or even aggregation of the dyes in various networks^[@ref59]^ is potentially required and would necessitate further methodological developments. Likewise, if cyanine or BODIPY chromophores are combined with late transition metals,^[@ref60]^ spin--orbit couplings should be included in the description. These are the next important challenges that computational approaches of the photophysical behavior of cyanines or related chromophores will probably face.

5. Conclusions and Outlook {#sec5}
==========================

In this Account, we have surveyed theoretical calculations aimed at reproducing the optical spectra of cyanines and their derivatives. Experimentally, cyanines are characterized by well-identified structural and spectroscopic signatures: a vanishing bond length alternation and a sharp absorption peak accompanied by a shoulder that are red-shifted by ca. 100 nm for each pair of carbon atoms added in the conjugated path. The theoretical simulations of the vertical transition energies performed with time-dependent density functional theory may deliver contrasted results: the values appeared strongly overshot for model streptocyanines but reasonably in line with experiment for large BODIPY derivatives. This latter outcome is related to an error compensation between, on the one hand, the vertical approximation and, on the other hand, the inherent inadequacy of TD-DFT for cyanines. Therefore, knowing *how to identify a cyanine excited state with theory* is a crucial prerequisite for obtaining a good answer for a good reason. There are indeed two straightforward theoretical ways to pinpoint a cyanine transition: (i) the adiabatic TD-DFT transitions energies are almost independent of the selected exchange-correlation functional, and (ii) these energies are strongly upshifted when the TDA approximation is applied. When a cyanine excited state is revealed, standard TD-DFT methods that do not capture the differential electron correlation between the ground and excited states systematically yield overly large transition energies but rather accurate geometries and vibrational signatures. To improve the former, it is mandatory to take into account the contributions of doubly excited states; all methods including such contributions, for example, CC2, ADC(2), CIS(D), and GW/BSE, provide very satisfying results, whereas the use of multireference schemes is generally not required. As an improved approach, it has been proposed to combine TD-DFT structures and vibrations to vertical calculations performed with one of the above "double" approaches. Such a computationally appealing protocol allows for physically meaningful predictions of both the 0--0 energies and the band shapes of a large panel of BODIPY derivatives with a remarkable accuracy. An example of such protocol is detailed in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}. Even if the easy-handling approach consisting of the determination of the vertical transition energies from GS structures still persists, one may expect that the herein-proposed strategy will soon become the norm when the goal is reproducing the experimental features. Future challenges in this field of computationally reproducing optical properties concerns the proper treatment of (i) dynamical aspects (temperature, solvent, etc.) that often play decisive roles in the overall spectra, (ii) aggregation processes, and (iii) spin--orbit couplings that cannot be eluded when late-transition metals are combined with cyanines.^[@ref60]^

Expanded tables and detailed computational protocol. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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